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Foreword

‘‘Where can we dispose of our wastes? ’’ is a question being faced by virtually every community and industry in the country. For years, one common answer for communities and industries located in coastal areas has been to intentionally dispose of large amounts of waste materials in the Nation’s marine environments—estuaries, coastal waters, and the open ocean.

Two congressional committees—the House Committees on Merchant Marine and Fisheries and on Public Works and Transportation—requested OTA to undertake a broad assessment of waste disposal in marine environments. In addition, the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation endorsed the assessment. As part of the assessment, OTA issued a report on Ocean Incineration: Its Role in Managing Hazardous Waste (August 1986), and a staff paper on Subseabed Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste (May 1986).

This final report addresses two fundamental questions: what is the general condition of different marine environments and their resources, and what role can and should marine environments play in overall waste management? OTA’s principal findings are that estuaries and coastal waters are in deep trouble around the Nation, and that more coordinated waste management efforts are needed in many areas. As a Nation, we have been only partially successful in protecting these waters—and their ecologically, commercially, and esthetically valuable resources—from degradation. Policies to maintain or improve their quality, however, must be implemented in conjunction with policies about waste management strategies in general, including disposal in the open ocean and on land.

OTA is particularly grateful for the considerable effort devoted to this undertaking by our advisory panel, numerous contacts in Federal and State agencies, and numerous individuals in industry, academia, and public interest and environmental groups. These individuals helped OTA examine the enormous amount of available information from a number of important perspectives. We greatly appreciate this help.
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NOTE: OTA appreciates and is grateful for the valuable assistance and thoughtful critiques provided by the advisory panel members. The panel does not, however, necessarily approve, disapprove, or endorse this report. OTA assumes full responsibility for the report and the accuracy of its contents.
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